
Since 2012, Pillars had the privilege to work with some of the biggest 

multinational, international and local firm, consistently raising the bar in industry 

standards. Pillars excels in providing clients with candidates that fit exact 

specifications regardless of any barrier, be it country, language, industry or years 

of experience. Pillars is internationally known for it’s mass hiring capabilities, 

meeting incredibly large quotas for jobs with huge turnovers. Here at Pillars, we 

value consistency and perspective above all else, at Pillars we have to remain 

consistent in meeting our client’s needs and following through the entire hiring 

process until our client is satisfied that the new addition to their team helps 

achieve their corporate goals. We value perspective because we believe in order 

to truly hire the right fit for our client we must understand their needs fully from 

their perspective regardless of level of candidates required. Valuing perspective 

is also key in the company’s consultancy division as we believe, a solid 

understanding of the client’s market and their competition is integral in providing 

the best service possible and our track record proves it, be it our consultancy or 

Market research work in the Dairy industry, Dining industry or Fast food industry.Market research work in the Dairy industry, Dining industry or Fast food industry.

Consultancy and Recruitment



Recruitment
Recruitment of high and distinctive caliber staff 

for various type of industries, to suite the organization’s 

vision and requirement

Mass Hiring

Hired candidates with a wide array of different skill sets 

that fit the needs of our multinational clientele be it 

Costumer Service - Travel - Banking - Tech Support 

and remained consistent in sustaining workforces 

maintaining an excellent track record.

Languages spoken by different candidates hired

Clients



Recruitment
Executive search

We recruit various different levels of employees,  from fresh graduates 

to executives and directors in the highest management callibers.  

Contact Account Manager at Pillars, 

discuss and agree regarding 

requirements for hiring

Business Agreement between Pillars & 

client regarding profiles required and 

time plan for delivery

We advertise and alert our candidates 

fitting client requrements, screen applied 

candidates, short listing and first 

interviews are then conducted

Short Listed 

Candidates

Short listed candidates communicated to our 

client for further interviewing process

Job offer closure & client rates success 

based on original commitment for 

recruitment agreement

Selection filtered final list of 

candidate for offer finalizationClient’s Candidates

Selection

Closing & Success

Sourcing & Screening

Business Agreement

Contact us

Clients



outsourcing

We’ve offered a complete outsourcing 

solution armed with excellent service 

level agreement since 2012.

Full recruitment processes

JD & Profiles Requirements fulfillment

Local Legal Documents requirements

 

Medical / Social InsuranceMedical / Social Insurance

Other Administrative tasks

Mission Our Partners



Testemonials

Contact us
Pillars
consultancy ��Recruitment

(202) 235 80 224

(2)0100 6 44 99 66

4 Road 151 
Maadi,Cairo,Egypt

Info@PILLARS-EG.COM

pillars-eg.com

facebook.com/Pillars.eg

linkedin.com/in/PILLARS-EG

Richard Field  

Owner  

Yvonne Lorincz

Regional HR Manager

Yasser Kamel

CEO 

Shady El Shazly 

AVP / HR   

PILLARS assisted us a recent 

consultancy assignment on the 

Egyptian food ingredients market. He 

proved to be a high integrity and 

flexible resource willing to work with 

us to obtain a quality result and I 

would be pleased to recommend him 

to those seeking local support.”.to those seeking local support.”.

It has been always partnership rather 

than work relationship. Pillars has been 

always there for us meeting our demand 

no matter how complex this demand is. 

Moreover you always give us what we 

want even with the tight deadlines that 

we usually put you through and also the 

huge number of candidates we ask for. It 

is a great pleasure that we continue 

doing work together. Whenever I get 

asked by any of my friends for a 

recruitment agency that one can depend 

on I refer Pillars with no doubts.

Shared with my colleagues the results 

of our successful collaboration 

emphasizing on your professionalism 

and highly appreciate assistance... I 

was sure that also their cooperation 

with you will be a success as it is ours. 

You are the most professional and 

efficient recruitment company we 

worked with and it is highly appreciate 

that we are working directly with you.

We have been enjoying Pillars services 

for more than 10 years, Pillars are 

reliable, trustworthy and professional. 

We have asked for their management 

consultancy and recruitment services. 

Deliverables in both cases ware always 

above expectation. When it comes to 

recruitment, Pillars put tremendous 

efforts during the screening phase thus 

they save us all the hassle and offer only 

the best in the market and again they 

assist in the final phase of interviewing. 

We highly recommend Pillars with no 

reservation.


